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Where and when  the festival takes place:

La fallas takes place in Valencia. It is always on the 15th to the 19th of March. Also 

saint Joseph's day.



What is celebrated at the festival:  who takes part in the festival:

Las Fallas celebrates the arrival and 

beginning of spring. It also is a religious 

holiday during which Valencians 

remember Saint Jose.

It is celebrated by most people in 

Valencia. It attracts many foreign 

visitors as well as Spanish tourists from 

all over the country.



History of the festival:

There are a few myths on the festivals 

history here is one of them: The most 

popular version of how the festival started 

says that Las Fallas comes from a centuries-

old Valencian tradition, valencian carpenters 

would burn old materials and wooden 

instruments they didn’t need on the day 

before the day of St. Joseph.



What happens at the festival:

Anything can happen at the spanish 

festival Las Fallas, The whole city 

can just let loose and the streets 

become an outdoor art gallery, non-

stop firework display and party zone. 

It can even extend to be a month 

long celebration.



Typical food and drink:             Typical clothes worn:

The most popular food during Las 

Fallas Festival is tapas. The top choice 

restaurants and places for Las Fallas 

food is Las Cuevas restaurant and 

Sagardi restaurant (is a good choice for 

its birds-eye view of the festivities).

Traditional costumes are worn for the festival.



What the festival is like:



Key spanish vocab 
about the festival:

Las Fallas - the name of the festival           

Falla - a traditional Valencian 

neighbourhood/community                         

Falla - the sculptures created for the burning in 

the festival and displayed on the streets.                               

Pasacalle - a parade of falleros through the 

streets in full colours and with music.     Muneco

- "doll", another name for the Falla-Sculpture.                                   

Mascleta - the sound of the fireworks.                   

Castillo - the visual of the fireworks.                         

Crida - the ceremony oat the end of february for 

the festival.                                            Crema

- the burning of the dolls.                    Las 

Fallas -the spanish festival on saint jose.



My opinion on the 
festival:

I think that something good about it is 

the way all of the country and city 

come together to celebrate.

I also think that something bad about it 

is the burning at the end as that is very 

dangerous.

I wouldn’t like to go as it would be very 

overwhelming and different. I wouldn't 

know what to do.
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